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TRADE AND INVESTMENT LIBERALIZATION POLICIES:

ISSUES OF CONCERN TO THE ESCAP REGION

I. Introduction

The ESCAP region has made major strides in economic and social progress over the past

50 years, with the largest gains having taken place over the past decade. Remarkable increases

in the region's share of global wealth, and substantial improvements in social development in

most countries can be traced back primarily to their adoption of outward looking development

strategies. Rapid liberalization of trade and investment regimes in the region, mainly through

unilateral actions at the national level, and a large number of bilateral treaties; regional trading

arrangements and multilateral trade agreements helped in accelerating the region's economic

growth and development.

At the global level, the successful conclusion of the Uruguay Round was an event of

historical proportions with far reaching implications. In its wake a global consensus is emerging

on the fundamental contribution that open trade policies have made to economic progress. In

this expansion of the multilateral trading system, trade policies are in a continuous process of

change, and now more than ever before, there is a recognition that a host of other issues has

interlinkages with international trade at the economic, institutional and legal levels. This has

led developed countries to view liberalization of investments as the next most logical step that

is consistent with the WTO's principles, philosophy and approach. The aim, it is contended,

is to bring about free and fair trade in an open global economy, which would require WTO to

move away from a framework of purely trade policy issues to a wider canvas of economic

issues. In recognition of this, the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific

(ESCAP) has urged the secretariat to assist developing countries in support of trade

liberalization, particularly in the context of WTO and enhancing understanding of emerging

issues in this area. The Commission has emphasized the importance of developing, where

possible, a proactive agenda that is fully shared and endorsed by the developing countries for

future negotiations under the agreements of the Uruguay Round. The Commission has also

cautioned against overloading the WTO agenda with issues that are extraneous to trade and has

stressed that future WTO work should take full account of the development perspective.

In response to this mandate and in recognition of the important contribution that the

ESCAP region could make to emerging multilateral trading relationships, the Secretariat

organized a Senior Officials Meeting in September 1996 prior to the first WTO Ministerial

Conference. The Meeting was organized in collaboration with UNCTAD and UNDP, and in

association with the WTO with a view to assisting countries of the region in their preparations

for the Ministerial Conference. The Meeting undertook a review of implementation of Uruguay

Round Agreements including the built-in agenda, with particular emphasis on the agricultural

and textiles sectors, given their strategic importance to developing countries of the ESCAP

region. The Meeting also considered some of the new issues emerging in the multilateral trade
agenda.



This paper examines trade and investment perspectives of the ESCAP developing

countries in the context of the emerging multilateral trade agenda while keeping in view of the

current financial crisis enveloping the region. The paper argues that while the region's

developing countries are adjusting their policies towards achieving integration with global

markets, the process is proving to be much more painful and costly than could have been

predicted during the so called miracle years. Openness, liberalization and commitment to sound

macroeconomic policies may not necessarily be sufficient conditions for sustained socio-

economic progress.

n. WTO Issues to the Year 2000 and Beyond

The events during the past year have been particularly positive with the successful

conclusion of a series of trade agreements - specifically those covering basic telecommunications

and financial services - which completes a substantial part of the negotiations left over from the

Uruguay Round. Furthermore, the European Union has tabled a proposal for a new Millennium

Round. Considering that negotiations under the Uruguay Round covered an unprecedented range

of issues, covering not only new sectors but also intractable ones excluded from previous rounds,

the accomplishments have indeed been impressive.

However, despite those positive trends, new trade liberalization initiatives over the next

few years, may be constrained by a number of factors. One is the lack of fast-track negotiating

authority with the United States Administration. Another factor is the administrative burden

faced by developing countries in dealing with the complexities of such a wide-ranging agenda.

Moreover, in the ESCAP region, the deepening financial crisis in key countries could divert

attention away from trade and investment liberalization towards measures for monetary and

financial stabilization.

Against this unfolding scenario, developing countries need to give careful consideration

to what could be the most favourable course of action for them to undertake. The central issue

is whether the built-in agenda to which countries are committed to, should alone be given

priority, or whether countries should expand the agenda of future negotiations to include the new

issues. Related to this is whether developing countries should consider the new issues within

the context of the multilateral trade agenda or would other approaches be more appropriate.

With the current financial crisis, such matters assume greater significance for the Asian

and Pacific region, as protectionist groups make renewed efforts for a slowdown if not, a

reversal of the process of liberalization. It should, however, be expected that despite its

seriousness, the financial crisis would abate in the short term. The long term prospect for the

region therefore is broadly positive, based on a strengthened, freer and rules-based trading

system. Therefore, to the year 2000 and beyond, strategies based on open trading arrangements

need to be further strengthened. These issues are now examined in greater detail.



m. The Evolving Multilateral Trade Agenda: Response of the ESCAP Region

The international trading environment today presents a very different scenario from that

in the years before the Uruguay Round. With the implementation of the WTO agreements,

changing paradigms and deep systemic changes have come about. Recent developments indicate

that the post-Uruguay Round scenario seems to be unfolding into two main parts: one revolves

around the built-in agenda contained in the Uruguay Round agreements that deals with new (or

renewed) negotiations in some areas while in other areas, it involves assessments of the situation

as specified in the Final Act; and the second deals with a range of issues, which in some cases

are old, for example, tariff negotiations, but in other cases, the issues are new to the multilateral

trading agenda. On some of these issues there is no consensus and they may prove to be

increasingly complex and intractable in the years to come. Issues that could find their way into

a future round of negotiations, broadly relate to implications of regional economic groupings,

the linkage between trade and the environment, the relationship between trade and investment,

the problems relating to competition policy and trade, transparency in government procurement,

and the scope for WTO rules in trade facilitation. The setting up of Working Groups to study

the new issues, (except for labour standards), could in a way be considered as a positive

outcome for developing countries, in so far as they are charged with undertaking only analytical

and exploratory work. Consequently, it leaves sensitive issues open to further examination and

provides greater scope for consensus building between different groups of countries instead of

launching immediately into multilateral negotiations, the outcome of which could have had

adverse repercussions for developing countries. Nevertheless, it is certain that these

development are effectively changing WTO's focus away from a narrow spectrum containing

purely trade policy issues to a wider spectrum of economic issues, some of which could be quite

extraneous to the trade agenda.

Among these issues, the relationship between trade and investment is of primary

importance to the developing countries of the ESCAP region. In any assessment of the work

being undertaken in the Working Group, it should be remembered that the original intention of

the sponsoring countries at the Singapore Ministerial Conference was much more ambitious.

The approach of sponsoring countries was that investment liberalization was a necessary

concomitant of trade liberalization. The issue at stake therefore was how investment flows could

be facilitated by developing multilateral rules under WTO auspices. Developing countries

therefore need to carefully address the issues surrounding the possible development of a legally

binding multilateral agreement governing transnational investments under the WTO umbrella.

In this regard, mutually beneficial arrangements could be envisaged: by assuring foreign

investors of a greater degree of predictability, transparency and lower risks, the setting up of

a business would be facilitated with net benefits for developing countries of the ESCAP region,

as well as investors.
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IV. Investment Arrangements at the Regional and Multilateral Level

At this point it would be useful to briefly review the major investment arrangements at

the regional and international levels that influence investment flows in the ESCAP region.

In contrast to the number of regional trading arrangements in the region, there are very
few regional investment arrangements. In fact, there are only two major investment initiatives.

One is the legally binding intra-ASEAN agreement that provides MFN treatment to investors

(but not national treatment, although it may be negotiated between individual countries) and a

dispute settlement mechanism. In addition, the ASEAN investment area (AIA), represents an

important step towards establishing the whole ASEAN region as a host to inward FDI. In this
way ASEAN is promoted as a single, diverse but increasingly integrated area with larger

economies of scale. The other major initiative is that of APEC. In recognition of the

importance of FDI to economic development in the Pacific region, APEC established common

non-binding investment principles. They are meant to act as a facilitation device and not as a

means to force members to liberalize their investment regimes. The principles espouse

transparency in all laws, regulations, administrative guidelines and policies pertaining to
investment, MFN and national treatment as well as settlement of disputes through consultations

and negotiations. It is understood that while the principles remain voluntary in nature, they

could form the basis for more formal cooperation at the regional level.

Of more significance to the ESCAP region because it could eventually turn out to be the

precursor to a WTO agreement, is the initiative of the Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development (OECD). For almost three years, the Multilateral Agreement on Investment

(MAI), incorporating a new set of investment rules based on MFN and national treatment

principles has been under negotiation. The objective is stated to be to establish a common set

of multilateral rules providing a simplified, secure and predictable framework for international

investments that are defined in an all encompassing and broad manner. Although the MAI is
set to be agreed to and ratified later in the year, a number of differences among the OECD

members remain to be resolved. In particular, environmentalists have protested that "green"

provisions in the proposed agreement do not go far enough, and that TNCs gaining better access

to markets should bear greater social and environmental responsibility. Reportedly, the United
States of America is not satisfied with the present draft and could therefore withhold its
acceptance. Nevertheless, if the Agreement can be successfully concluded, it has the potential

to become a significant determinant of global investment flows. Countries outside the OECD

declining to accept its provisions could be subjected to considerable pressure intheir effort to

attract FDI. In addition, and more significantly, there would be pressure to include it in the

WTO agenda.
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V. Linkages Between Trade Liberalization and Investments

While virtually all developing countries agree on the need for foreign direct investments

to supplement domestic savings and investments in their efforts to achieve economic progress,

a wide spectrum of views exists in developing countries on the relationship between trade and

foreign investments.

A popular view is that while investment undoubtedly has some trade linkages, it has a

stronger linkage with development, including the transfer of technology and job creation. As

such, UNCTAD as the multilateral institution dealing specifically with trade and development

questions, - rather than the WTO - would appear to be the appropriate forum to devise a

framework for facilitating transnational investments, including provisions pertaining to national

treatment and a credible system of dispute settlement. Such provisions however should remain

voluntary. It would then be up to individual countries to adopt that framework as part of their

national policies for encouraging inward foreign investment. The World Bank-sponsored

Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA), which already has a large number of

signatories, grants assurance that foreign assets would not be expropriated without due

compensation. Based on this, it is argued that the need to use the WTO for safeguarding the

interests of foreign investors would not appear to be compelling. On the whole therefore many

developing countries would like to see evolving in UNCTAD the basic parameters of a desirable

framework of investment policies which would safeguard legitimate investor interests. It would

then be up to individual countries to adapt those guidelines to their national policies to promote

inward flows of foreign investment.

For years, debate and controversy surrounded the role of TNCs, how they are able to

work around or even circumvent national requirements and how their influence impacts at all

levels of society. Efforts should therefore be directed towards an identification of the norms of

good corporate behaviour by transnational corporations, including avoidance of predatory or

restrictive business practices. However, similarly to the ILO Conventions concerning labour

rights and labour welfare issues, accession to a convention of foreign direct investment and

another on the conduct of transnational corporations should remain voluntary and non-binding.

If a country voluntarily accedes to a convention after satisfying itself that its basic national

interests are not being jeopardized or compromised, this would increase its attractiveness as an

investment destination for transnational corporations. Similarly, TNCs should be able to

voluntarily accede to the convention of good corporation behaviour, a fact that would be taken

into consideration by national authorities when permitting inward foreign investment under their

respective national investment policy regimes.

There has been considerable debate on whether investment per se, as distinct from trade-

related aspects of investment should be regarded as a legitimate area for WTO's rule making.

The natural boundary question raised at the Singapore Ministerial Conference concerns the

determination of where trade policy ends and where domestic production policy takes over, and

whether the trade-linkage argument can be allowed to extend into the sphere of policy

formulation for domestic production. Investment, some developing countries contend, is already



a part of the WTO Agreement by virtue of its treatment in the TRIMs Agreement and the market

access offers made in the GATS Agreement, specifically with reference to the establishment of

commercial presence in the territory of another members. Investments also feature in the TRIPs

agreement. Therefore, it is contended the WTO Working Group should concern itself with

investment issues only in the context of the built-in agenda of the Uruguay Round.

At the same time, a significant number of developing countries realize that as global

challenges increase, revolutionary changes in trade policy are extending into the sphere of

international investments. Increasingly, governments see FDI as an essential asset without which

economic growth and technological progress cannot take place. Similarly, foreign investors

continue to seek ways to maximize their profits while reducing their risks through the rule of

law. Consequently, in increasingly complex and interrelated global markets, the pressure from

developed countries mounts to put transparent multilateral rules on investments in place and to

open up markets for a wider and more equitable spread of the benefits of globalization.

These global pressures, are increasing at a critical time, when East Asia is experiencing

an unprecedented economic crisis arising from turmoil in the financial sector. As decades of

accumulated wealth are being wiped out indiscriminately, many in the region question the

desirability of rapid liberalization and globalization. The following section examines this in the

light of preliminary assessments of the fallout of the Asian crisis.

VI. Linkages between Liberalization and the Asian Crisis: Emerging Lessons

The more open economies of the ESCAP region have traditionally been viewed as

attractive investment destinations, with relatively low risk premia. Therefore, external finance

was raised with ease, labour-intensive highly competitive industries fuelled export-driven

economic growth coupled with low inflation. The process was underpinned by a purposeful and

directed political leadership, and the stage seemed set for the dawning of the Asian Century.

It is indeed ironical that at a time when the world economy is experiencing its strongest growth,

the region that led world economic growth, is now experiencing its worst crisis in decades.

The factors that led to this dramatic and largely unforseen turnaround in fortunes is best

summed up by the words of the Chairman of America's Federal Reserve "It is clear that more

investment monies flowed into these economies than could be profitably employed at reasonable

risk". In fact, the crisis has propagated itself through an intricate process of ever widening

panic that has created havoc in the real economy. When the problems became apparent in the

Thai financial market about a year ago, a light of capital back to source took effect almost

instantaneously and aggressive central bank intervention to defend the currency proved

unsustainable. The ensuing stock market crash, the reduction in borrowers solvency and .panic

among savers resulted in increasing pressure on the national financial sector. Further flightfrom

currencies of South-east and East Asia ensued, giving rise to a frightening self-reinforcing

rampage through the region with socio-political repercussions. It led Malaysia's Prime Minister

to liken capital markets to a "jungle of ferocious beasts".



As the crisis works its way through the real economy, the turmoil raises difficult

questions concerning the role of currency speculation, the desirability of currency pegs, currency

boards, overvaluation of assets, banking supervision and private sector debt, and perhaps most

importantly, access to accurate financial information. It also raises difficult questions on the

nature of political leadership and Asian values. The foundation of the miracle years, it was

argued, was the emphasis on social order, social harmony, deference to authority and purposeful

and benevolent political leadership. However, as governments to carrying degrees, derived their

legitimacy more from their ability to assure economic well-being than from a clear democratic

mandate, the turmoil of the past few months will accelerate systemic changes and socio-political

transformation.

Responses to the crisis have varied. At the international level, besides IMF interventions,

and some individual country offers of financial assistance, concrete initiatives have yet to

materialize. At the regional level, a number of proposals, including so called self-help measures

are under consideration. Other proposals under consideration, at the ASEAN level, include the

setting up of a committee consisting of representatives of central banks and Ministries of Finance

to monitor and counter the occurrence of such crises, greater use of ASEAN currencies in

settling trade accounts through the establishment of a clearing account etc.

A few lessons emerge from the early experience of the crisis, which may be briefly
summed up as follows:

Financialproblems spread very quickly. In an increasingly globalizing world economy,

financial problems spread much more quickly than has been evident from past

experience. Therefore, regulatory and supervisory authorities at the country level need

to remain vigilant and carefully monitor key economic indicators. The flow of short

term capital into a country is the key indicator and some controls on such flows may be

warranted.

Prevention is better than cure. International institutions need to be strengthened to carry

out better monitoring, surveillance and investigation in a timely and preventive manner.

It makes much more sense to provide countries with assistance before a crisis than after.

There might be a need to harness processes such as APEC to devise new mechanisms,

which could be institutionalized. ESCAP as the regional arm of the United Nations could

play a catalytic role in this. In a similar vein, the role of multilateral institutions assumes

increased importance in guaranteeing international investments through insurance

coverage.

Political reform is a necessary condition for recovery. More specifically, the nature of

political leadership determines the depth and duration of the crisis. Political leadership

based on decisiveness, impartiality and transparency therefore becomes a necessary

condition for recovery.
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Medium and long term perspectives remain optimistic for the region. Foreign

investment flows into South-east Asian countries by the year 2000 are expected to not

only resume but also increase. OECD countries continue to view the region as a very

important base for production and export. Large and expanding local markets as well
as the strategic location with respect to emerging Indochina and South Asian countries

remain important considerations in attracting FDI especially from the developed Asian

countries. Policies to strengthen this process should not be side-tracked by the short term

acuteness of the financial crisis.

liberalization, - the pace and depth - and regulatory mechanisms need careful

consideration. The linkage between large flows of international capital and high
economic growth characteristic of the 1990s Asian miracle has been severely challenged

by the crisis. Financial liberalization should not take place without mechanisms to

regulate investments - effective bank regulations, strict supervision by central banks, and

more reliable disclosure of information on private sector debt and on the position of bank

reserves are all needed.

VH. Conclusion

The ESCAP region witnessed spectacular increases in trade and private capital flows over

the last decade. There was a convergence of macro-economic policies with an outward
orientation and progressive liberalization of the economies, both unilaterally and based on

multilateral commitments. The financial crisis that has hit the region could affect investment

flows negatively over the short-term, due to the perception of continued political and commercial
risks. Important questions regarding liberalization of investments become all the more critical.
While developing countries need to strengthen their regulatory and supervisory mechanisms and

may also need to place some controls on short-term foreign loans, in today's complex and

increasingly borderless world, at the global level the evolution of freer and rules-based trade and

investment regimes is gaining momentum. Nevertheless, caution and thorough analysis of the

issues-irom the perspective of developing countries are warranted before putting into effect any
multilateral framework to liberalize investments on a comprehensive basis.

Developing countries of the ESCAP region will need to give even more careful

consideration to whether it is in their interests to expand the agenda of future multilateral trade

negotiations to include new areas of work, possibly through the resumption of a new Round of
negotiations. Considering that the Uruguay Round took about almost a decade to conclude, the
question may be asked whether new negotiations on that scale will ever be feasible again. As

an alternative, smaller scale negotiations delineated by sector are generally easier to conclude,
although the latitude for trade-off is limited. In either case, the interests of developing countries
of the ESCAP region cover many areas in which potential exists for a positive trade agenda that

adequately addresses the development dimension and thereby enhances developing countries' full

participation in future multilateral trade negotiations. Moreover, as some developing countries

continue to experience increasing isolation and marginalization, a major challenge for the trading
system to the year 2000 and beyond will be to secure a more advantageous participation of these

countries in international trade.


